
Transitioning to 

College-and-Career Ready 

Assessments
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Opportunity is the key!

• Opportunity to Learn the Standards

– Students must be provided the opportunity 
to learn content that will be measured on an 
assessment.

• Opportunity to Access the Assessment

– Students must be provided the opportunity 
to access assessments containing new item 
types and new content.
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• States must adopt college-and-career ready (CCR) 
standards 

– Indiana State Board of Education required to adopt 
standards by July 1, 2014

• Working toward adoption of new CCR standards on April 28

• States must administer assessments based on CCR 
standards by the spring of 2015

– IDOE responsibility to provide students and educators 
with access to assessments that: 

• Measure CCR standards

• Include technology-enhanced (TE) items

Transitioning Standards and Assessments



• English Language Arts

– Multiple-correct response

– Drag-and-drop

– Passage-based 2-part items

• Mathematics

– Multiple-correct response

– Drag-and-drop

– Construct an answer using Math Palette (e.g., equation, 
number series)

Technology-Enhanced (TE) Item Types



Construct an answer using
Math Palette



Drag-and-drop

Multiple-correct response
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Drag-and-drop



Assessment Horizon….

• Looking to the future:

• First step in the CCR assessment journey:  Administer 

“CoreLink”
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States are required to administer assessments aligned to 

college-and-career ready standards by the spring of 2015.

Administering “CoreLink” is our first step toward meeting 

this federal requirement.

“CoreLink” Online will enable students to interact with 

technology-enhanced items before this item type appears 

on an operational test.

“CoreLink” Overview / Phase 1 Assessment



• Purpose of Phase 1 administration

– Enable schools to gauge their progress toward preparing 

students to be college-and-career ready

– Provide students and teachers with the opportunity to 

experience TE items measuring CCR readiness

• Use of Phase 1 results

– Based on analysis of data collected, new group-level 

reports designed and disseminated to:

• Provide feedback regarding student learning

• Identify professional development needs for educators

CCR Assessment Implementation: Phase 1



Professional Development

Professional development focused on College-and-Career 
Ready Standards and Assessments is essential to 

transition success! 
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